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Postfix is a free and open-source mail transfer agent (MTA) that routes and delivers electronic mail. It is
released under the IBM Public License 1.0 which is a free software license.
Postfix (software) - Wikipedia
The famous ISP-style mail server tutorial lives here. Learn how to set up your own fully-functional mail server
using Postfix, Dovecot IMAP/POP3 and MySQL backend on a Debian server just like your favorite mail or
website hosting provider.
ISPmail tutorials â€“ workaround.org
Java Language and Virtual Machine Specifications Java SE 11 The Java Language Specification, Java SE
11 Edition HTML | PDF. The Java Virtual Machine Specification, Java SE 11 Edition
Java SE Specifications - Oracle
Java is a General Purpose, class based, object oriented, Platform independent, portable, Architecturally
neutral, multithreaded, dynamic, distributed, Portable and robust interpreted Programming Language. Java
capabilities are not limited to any specific application domain rather it can be used in
What is Java? A Brief History about Java | tecmint
Much of the power behind Linux comes from the command line and the ability for a system to be managed
easily remotely. However, for most users from the Windows world or novice Linux administrators, there may
be a preference to have access to the graphical user interface for remote management functionality.
Installing and Configuring X2Go Server and Client on Debian 8
Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) is a service we offer sellers that lets them store their products in Amazon's
fulfillment centers, and we directly pack, ship, and provide customer service for these products.
Exim: The Mail Transfer Agent: Philip Hazel: 9780596000981
Survival guides - TLS/SSL and SSL (X.509) Certificates. This is a survival guide to the eye-glazing topic of
TLS/SSL and X.509 (SSL) certificates - including self-signed certificates.
Survival Guide - TLS/SSL and SSL (X.509) Certificates (CA
1 Scope. This Standard defines the ECMAScript scripting language. 2 Conformance. A conforming
implementation of ECMAScript must provide and support all the types, values, objects, properties, functions,
and program syntax and semantics described in this specification.
ECMAScript Language Specification - ECMA-262 Edition 5.1
Asterisk is a software implementation of a private branch exchange (PBX). In conjunction with suitable
telephony hardware interfaces and network applications, Asterisk is used to establish and control telephone
calls between telecommunication endpoints, such as customary telephone sets, destinations on the public
switched telephone network ...
Asterisk (PBX) - Wikipedia
Wanted to send a pdf to my kindle for some holiday reading. You can easily do this by emailing the pdf to
your kindle-bound email address. Now, I typically attach files when composing mu4e emails by using
mml-attach-file, which attaches the file using <#part>â€¦<#/part>.
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This section provides a brief overview of Spring Boot reference documentation. Think of it as map for the rest
of the document. You can read this reference guide in a linear fashion, or you can skip sections if something
doesnâ€™t interest you.
Spring Boot Reference Guide - Spring Framework
This Ecma Standard defines the ECMAScript 2015 Language. It is the sixth edition of the ECMAScript
Language Specification. Since publication of the first edition in 1997, ECMAScript has grown to be one of the
worldâ€™s most widely used general purpose programming languages. It is best known as the
ECMAScript 6 - Ecma International
Reza Rad is a Microsoft Regional Director, an Author, Trainer, Speaker and Consultant. He has a BSc in
Computer engineering; he has more than 20 yearsâ€™ experience in data analysis, BI, databases,
programming, and development mostly on Microsoft technologies.
Online Book: Power BI From Rookie to Rockstar | RADACAD
Tech Stuff - Ipv6. Version 6 of the IP Protocol. Defined in RFC 2460 (and updated by RFC5095 and
RFC5722). Everything about IPv6 is BIG. An IPv4 address is 32 bits, an IPv6 address is 128 bits.
Tech Stuff - IPv6 - ZYTRAX
Linux Internet Server Security and Configuration Tutorial. Security configuration and set-up for Linux servers
exposed to the internet: Any computer connected to the internet will require steps and precautions to be
taken to reduce the exposure to hacker threats.
Linux Internet Server Security and Configuration Tutorial
About the author. The author of the iptables tutorial was born in... No, jokes aside. At age 8 I got my first
computer for christmas present, a Commodore 64 with a C-1541 diskdrive, 8 needle printer and some games
etc.
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